Fully functional native app for events
Available FREE to a2z clients
Incorporates all essential planning
features that attendees need
Syncs automatically with a2z-powered
event website

ChirpE Meet

with ChirpE Mobile & Social Media Platform
ChirpE Meet is a fully functional FREE native app solution for
expositions and conferences of all sizes and types.
Available at no additional cost to all a2z & FloorplanGenie clients,
ChirpE Meet brings a paradigm shift to the events industry by
making it possible for all show organizers to showcase their
exhibitors and educational sessions to their entire audience base
without incurring additional costs. ChirpE Meet incorporates all the
essential planning features that make a2z’s award-winning ChirpE
mobile app solution so popular amongst hundreds of thousands of
attendees across the globe.

LEARN MORE OR SCHEDULE A DEMO:
+1 443.393.2443

sales@a2zinc.net

www.a2zinc.net

Expected Return on Investment
Reduce costs and go green by
replacing bulky printed guides
= $20,000 - $200,000 based on
event size.

FEATURES+BENEFITS

Smart Attendee Planning Tool
Users build personalized
itineraries with favorite exhibitors
and sessions to maximize their
event participation.

Cross-Platform Solution
Personalized planner on the app syncs automatically with
a2z-powered website when the user logs in to both platforms.

Support for Offline Mode
Attendees can browse the
exhibitor list, floor plan,
speakers and sessions
and build a personalized
planner without Wi-Fi/Internet
connectivity.

Seamless, Easy to Use
Changes to floor plan and conference
information are pushed to the event
apps seamlessly, without requiring
additional effort on your part.

Powerful Admin Portal

Beautiful Mobile Galleries

Event organizers can easily manage the mobile app
navigation using the a2z admin portal.

Product, show special, press release, and video galleries
give attendees quick access to the information they are
interested in.

Learn more or schedule a demo:

+1 443.393.2443

sales@a2zinc.net

www.a2zinc.net

Three Powerful Platforms. One Integrated Solution.
a2z provides powerful cloud-based event management and marketing tools that grow your brand by
accelerating booth sales, boosting revenue, and enhancing engagement and value for event participants.
a2z’s solutions are used by 1200+ leading trade shows and conferences annually, including more than
46% of the Top 250 U.S. shows.

